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Abstract

Wind, by its vary nature, varies with place and time, making energy conversion difficult. This calls for the development of improved technologies that efficiently harness
energy from the available wind resource, and advanced control systems are a key research aspect of wind turbine technology. Such systems are needed to maximize the
rotor’s output power at wind speeds below the nominal value for the turbine, limit
rotor power at wind speeds higher than the nominal, and reduce fluctuating loads on
the turbine blades that may compromise their long-term operational life. Among the
several families of control methods for wind turbines, Pitch and Stall are by far the
most used in modern utility-scale machines. Both are based on altering the aerodynamic characteristics of the blade sections in order to control the forces which produce
the rotor’s torque, power, and thrust, and its deformation. A very popular control
method to optimize power production and control is using Variable- Speed Wind
Turbines (VSWT) a relatively new idea, which offers has a promising perspective for
future applications. As with the classical Fixed-Speed (FS) stall method lowers the
capital cost and reduces maintenance expenses, while at the same time, allows for
a more efficient and precise control of power production. This research investigated
the aeroselastic behavior of the stall-controlled rotors, studied the frequency content
and time evolution of their oscillatory behavior, and gained a better understanding of

xxi

the underlying physics. This calls for a wide range of experiments that assess the effects of rapid variations on the rotor’s operational conditions, like gusts and turbulent
fluctuations on the wind flow. To systematize this analysis, various gust conditions
tested for different wind speeds. These are represented by pulses of different intensity,
occurring suddenly in and otherwise constant wind regime. This allows us to observe
the pure aero-elasto-inertial dynamics of the rotor’s response. We will show the results from an extensive series of experiments analyzing the aeroelastic response of
the rotor to wind speed fluctuations associated to the turbulent characteristics of the
atmospheric boundary layer, focusing on obtaining a reduced-order characterization
of the rotor’s dynamics as an oscillatory system based on energy-transfer principles.
Besides on its intrinsic scientific value, this aspect of the work presented here is of
fundamental interest for researchers and engineers working on developing optimized
control strategies for wind turbines. It allows for the critical elements of the rotor’s
dynamic behavior to be described as a reduced-order model that can be solved in
real-time, an essential requirement for determining predictive control actions.

xxii

Chapter 1

Introduction

Renewable energy production, especially wind power, has been growing over time to
become an important source to provide for electricity and fuel demands [4]. Technological advances have made wind the fastest growing renewable energy technology in
electricity generation systems [5]. One of the remarkable advantages of wind energy,
in comparison with other renewable sources, is the lack of harmful emissions and
reduced harm to the environment along its entire life-cycle. Its continuously decreasing costs have made wind energy competitive with other energy resources, including
several conventional sources like nuclear or coal [6, 7].

Following the current global trend of the wind turbines to be commissioned and the
studies conducted by the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA), the next

1

generation of state-of-the-art turbines would have a generating capacity of 20 MW
with rotor diameters upwards of 250 m [8]. According to [9] between the years of 2000
to 2007 the installed capacity increased from 14,604 MW to 84,934 MW . Moreover
the systematic increase in rotor size is prompted by economies-of-scale factors thereby
resulting in the continuously decreasing cost per kW h generated. However, such
large rotors have larger masses associated with them and necessitate studies to better
understand their dynamics. This has led to numerous efforts on developing suitable
control approaches [10, 11, 12]. Bianchi et al. [13] have provided details on some
common load control methodologies. Those being currently studied and implemented
are stall control [14], pitch control [15, 16, 17], active stall control [18], passive control
using aeroelastic devices [19], and active yaw control [20, 21].

Wind, by its vary nature, varies with place and time, making energy conversion
difficult. This calls for the development of improved technologies that efficiently
harness energy from the available wind resource, and advanced control systems are
a key research aspect of wind turbine technology [22]. Such systems are needed to
maximize the output power at low wind speeds, limit rotor power at wind speeds
above the nominal value, and reduce fluctuating loads on the turbine blades that
may compromise their long-term operational life [23]. Among the several families of
control methods for wind turbines, Pitch and Stall are by far the most used in modern
utility-scale machines. Both are based on altering the aerodynamic characteristics of
the blade sections in order to control the forces which produce the rotor’s torque,

2

Lift
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Airﬂow

Figure 1.1: Basic aerodynamic parameters on an airfoil section.

power, and thrust, and its deformation.

Let’s start with reviewing the aerodynamics of an airfoil shape on a blade section, its
various geometrical parameters, the flow velocities, and the associated aerodynamic
forces acting on the blade. More details about rotor aerodynamic theory can be found
in Manwell et al. [24] and Burton et al. [25]. Figure 1.1 shows a generic airfoil shape
and the main aerodynamic forces resulting from an incoming airflow. The chord is
defined as the line connecting the leading edge and the tip of the airfoil. The angle
between the incoming airflow and the chord is called angle of attack and is denoted
by α. The resultant of all of the pressure and friction forces acting along the airfoil
surface are two forces, and a moment with respect to a point on the chord-line at a
distance of c/4 (”quarter-chord”) from the leading edge.

3

The Lift force is a consequence of the unequal pressure on the upper and lower airfoil
surfaces and its direction is perpendicular to the oncoming airflow direction. The
Drag force is due to both, pressure and viscous-friction forces at the surface of the
airfoil and its direction is parallel to the direction of oncoming airflow. In terms of
energy production and power control, the two important aerodynamic forces are lift
and drag, given by dFlif t =

1
2

2
ρ Cl Wrel
c and dFdrag =

1
2

2
ρ Cd Wrel
c, where the lift

coefficient, Cl , and drag coefficient, Cd , depend on the airfoil profile and the angle of
attack, α, c is the chord length, ρ is the air density, and Wrel is the velocity of the
incoming flow.

In a basic analysis of the flow around a blade section, there are two main velocity
components that define the incoming airflow: one is the local velocity of the wind
at the point of crossing the rotor’s plane, and the other is the tangential component
due to the rotation of the blade itself. Figure 1.2 shows a wind turbine airfoil crosssection under working conditions with all associated velocities, forces and angles. The
entities in this figure are: Ω, which indicates the magnitude of the angular velocity and
whose axis of rotation coincides with the rotor’s rotational axis; the incoming wind
which is essentially parallel to the rotor’s axis and has a magnitude of W∞ (1 − a),
where W∞ is the velocity of the undisturbed wind upstream of the rotor and a is
the axial induction factor, which indicates the velocity loss due to the presence of
the rotor; and the tangential velocity given by Ω r, where r is the distance from the
airfoil section to the rotor axis. Using this scheme we are going to explain the basic

4
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W = Relative wind velocity
W = Wind velocity at at infinity
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= Axial induction factor
= Angular induction factor

Figure 1.2: Schematic of velocities and forces on the cross-section of a wind
turbine blade.

physical mechanism underlying the operation of the two most popular families of
control methods: Pitch and Stall [6]. In all cases, the basic objective is to maximize
the rotor’s power production for wind speeds below the nominal, and limit it for wind
5

Figure 1.3: Pitch control action

speeds above the nominal; keeping it as close as possible to the nominal power of the
drive train, in order to avoid exceeding the nominal power of shafts, bearings, gear
box, generators, and power electronics.

By rotating the blades around their root (see figure 1.3), pitch-control systems allow
us to smoothly change the aerodynamic forces acting on the blade by altering the angle
of attack on the airfoil blade sections. Hence, changing the tangential projection of
the aerodynamic force (which is the one contributing to the driving torque), we can
smoothly control the rotor’s output power. In terms of the schematic in figure 1.2, by
changing the pitch angle of the whole blade, θp0 , we modify the pitch angle for each

6

one of the blade sections θp . This, in turns, modifies the angle of attack α, which is
given by the difference between θp and the angle of incoming flow ϕ. For instance,
a pitching action increasing θp0 will reduce α, and hence the lift force on the blade
section dFlif t . This also reduces the tangential projection, dFhx (i.e., projection of the
aerodynamic force onto the plane of rotation). By reducing dFhx , there is a reduction
in the driving torque contributed by each one of the blade sections, producing a total
reduction in the driving torque of the whole turbine. Figure 1.4 shows an example
of a typical the power curve for a pitch-controlled machine (P/Pnom indicates rotor’s
generated power normalized by its nominal value).

In stall control turbines, the blades are rigidly attached to the hub. Thus, θp , and
hence θp0 , are fixed for every section along the blade span. In the classic fixed-speed
stall control method, the rotational speed of the rotor is kept constant at its nominal
value, and the geometry of the blades is designed in such a way that, as the wind speed
increases above the nominal value, an increasing portion of the blade span enters into
stall. The stall condition is characterized by the separation of the boundary layer
on the rear-upper surface of an airfoil section at high angles of attack. Separation
disrupts the flow circulation and alters the pressure distribution, drastically reducing
lift and increasing drag. The overall result is that those portions of the blade span
that enter into stall stop contributing to the driving torque, limiting the rotor’s power
production.

7
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Figure 1.4: Examples of typical power curves and wind-speed ranges of
operation for Pitch- and Stall-controlled turbines

In terms of figure 1.2, if we keep Ω constant, the tangential component of the relative
wind r Ω (1+a′ ), for a given radial position along the span remains practically constant
too (except for small variations of the angular induction factor a′ ). As the wind speed
W∞ increases, so does the axial component of the relative wind (i.e., the component
normal to rotor plane W∞ (1 − a)). Even accounting for some variation of the axial
induction factor a, this results in an increase of the angle of incidence of the relative
wind ϕ. Since the pitch angle for every section, θp is fixed, this ultimately leads to
an increase in the angle of attack α beyond the stall limit, and to the separation of
the boundary layer.

In terms of the forces diagram of figure 1.2, separation leads to a substantial reduction

8

Figure 1.5: Flow regimes over a Stall-control blade

in the lift dFlif t and an increase in the drag dFdrag . This decreases the tangential
(i.e., the in-plane) projection of the total aerodynamic force on that blade section, Fhx ,
which is the one contributing to the driving torque. Moreover, if the lift continues
decreasing and the drag increasing, Fhx can decrease to a point that it becomes
negative. That means that particular blade section not only stops contributing to
the driving torque, but could also act as a brake. In this process, the axial projection
of the aerodynamic force, dFhy , can also vary, but since it is co-linear with the main
shaft, it only affects the thrust on the rotor, and it is inconsequential for the analysis
of power production.

9

It is important to note that the stall transition is not intended to occur simultaneously all over the span. Separation of the boundary layer is an abrupt phenomenon,
accompanied by sudden changes in the aerodynamic forces. That is, the geometry is
not designed in such a way that the whole blade instantaneously flips between the
stall and the attached regime, because that would induce dynamic shocks making
the rotor uncontrollable. The stall-control method works by gradually changing the
portions of the blade span that are either in stall or attached regimes.

Figure 1.5 shows a schematic representation of the airflow regime over the blade
along different sections of the span, with the inner section of the blade in stall, and
the outer sections in attached regime. Due to shorter radius of the inner sections
of the blade, their tangential speed is lower. This implies that the inner sections of
the blade, especially those very close to the root, have a higher tendency to enter
into stall. Also, as the inner sections of the blade are very thick (sometimes very
similar to cylindrical shapes), their boundary layers are usually separated because
they behave as bluff bodies. On the other hand, in the outer part of the blade, from
the transitional zone to the tip, the flow is attached. This portion of the span where
the flow is attached could be called the aerodynamically-active part of the blade.
These are the span regions which mostly contribute to the total driving torque of the
turbine.

The stall control method works by allowing the transition between the separated flow
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region and the attached flow region to gradually move along the span, changing the
portion of the blade that positively contributes to the driving torque. For instance, in
power-limiting mode, as the wind speed increases, the transitional boundary between
the two zones gradually moves outwards toward the tip of the blade. Thus allowing
for a smooth limitation of power production. Figure 1.4 shows an example of a typical
power curve for a fixed-speed stall-controlled machine. Note that the classic fixedspeed stall method is not as smooth or precise as the pitch method in terms of power
control, and its energy-conversion efficiency at wind speeds lower than the nominal is
lower.

1.1

Variable Speed Wind Turbines

A very popular control method to optimize power production and control is using
Variable-Speed Wind Turbines (VSWT) that allow changing the rotational speed
(rpm) of the rotors as part of their control strategy. Having a wind turbine that can
work at different rotational speeds, has several advantages. In terms of optimizing
power harvesting, it allows a finer tuning of the aerodynamic conditions on the blade
sections at different wind speeds, by adjusting the tangential component of the relative
wind (see figure 1.2). In terms of implementing practical pitch control systems, it
allows the turbine to increase revolutions in the event of a gust, using the rotor as
a flywheel to absorb the sudden increase of kinetic energy. This acts as a buffer to
11

provide time for the pitch mechanism to act and limit the rotor’s driving torque,
giving a smooth control of power production. If that buffer action didn’t exist, there
would be no practical way for a pitching device to act in real time to exert the control
action on the big massive blades of today’s utility-scale turbines. For these reasons,
variable-speed pitch control has substantially grown in popularity during the last two
decades, to become the preferred method to control wind turbines with power levels
of 1.5 MW and above [26].

VSWTs use power electronics and aerodynamic devices to simultaneously control
torque, power and rotational speed of the rotor and the generator. The quality
of electrical power produced is improved, and torque fluctuations are limited, which
reduces the stresses caused by wind gusts [15]. Involving a more complex combination
of factors, the control strategy has a significant role in this kind of wind turbine.
VSWTS can function at near maximum efficiency in low-to-moderate wind speeds
due to the highly optimized blade rotation speed thereby ensuring maximum power
generation. [27]. They also can increase energy capture by about 5-10% [28].

The proportion of wind kinetic power that can be harvested by a turbine is quantified
by a non-dimensional quantity called the Power Coefficient, Cp . The power produced
3
by the rotor could be written as P = 1/2Cp AρW∞
, where ρ is the air density, and A is

the swept area of the rotor [14]. Among other aspects related with the aerodynamics
of the blades (like their aspect ratio, or the efficiency of their airfoil sections), Cp is
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affected by the relation between the wind speed and the angular speed of the rotor.
This is quantified by a non-dimensional factor called the tip speed ratio, computed
as λ =

RΩ
,
W∞

where R is the radius of the rotor. It computes the ratio between the

tangential speed of the blade’s tip and the undisturbed wind speed. In any rotor
design, for each specific wind speed, there is a specific rotational speed which ensures
the maximum output power [29]. In VSWTs, the capability of adjusting the turbine’s
rotational speed, gives an advantage in terms of optimizing their Cp under different
wind conditions.

1.2

Pitch

Control

Method

vs

Stall

Control

Method

In the present study, we focus on the Variable-Speed (VS) stall control method,
a relatively new idea, which offers a promising perspective for future applications.
As with the classical Fixed-Speed (FS) stall method, the elimination of the pitch
mechanism, lowers the capital cost and reduces maintenance expenses, while at the
same time, allows for a more efficient and precise control of power production [26].

The elimination of the pitching mechanism is particularly important when considering
the systematic increase in turbine size that has been taking place during the last 30
years. This process, sometimes referred to as upscaling, is prompted by economies of
13

scale which reduce the cost of wind energy, and is likely to continue in the future.
One of the consequences of upscaling is the substantial increase of blade mass per
unit energy produced, as blade mass depends on the cube of the rotor’s diameter,
while energy capture depends on rotor’s swept area (i.e., the diameter’s square).
In addition to construction and materials cost aspects, this so-called square-cube law
implies that the size and cost of the pitching mechanisms (and the energy required for
their actuation) would increase much faster than the increase in the energy produced,
as turbine size increases. Thus, elimination of pitch mechanisms by adopting some
form of stall control would represent a big advantage for the the next generation of
high capacity wind turbines with much larger blades [30].

As it was mentioned above in reference to the power curves in figure 1.4, classic fixedspeed stall is not as precise as pitch in terms of power control and energy-conversion
efficiency at low wind speeds. The main advantage of using VS stall versus the
classical FS stall is that we obtain the capacity of exerting a finer control on the
rotor’s driving torque to limit power output for wind-speeds above the nominal, and
to optimize energy capture for wind speeds below the nominal. In terms of the
diagram in figure 1.2, if we had the capacity of varying the turbine’s rotational speed
Ω, we could control the tangential projection of the relative wind velocity, and hence,
its angle of incidence ϕ, which in turn determines α. This allows us to precisely
control the portion of the blade span that enters into stall. For instance, at low wind
speeds, we may over-rev the turbine above its nominal rpm to reduce ϕ (and hence α),
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Figure 1.6: (a): Power output curves at different rotational speeds for
stall-control rotor of the DU-5MW RWT, (b): advantages of VS stall versus
FS stall.
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in such a way to re-attach the flow over sections of the blade that otherwise would be
in stall. This would increase the driving torque and thus power output. Conversely,
at high wind speeds, we may under-rev the turbine below its nominal rpm to generate
the opposite effect, increasing α, and inducing a larger portion of the span to stall,
in such a way as to keep the power output flat at nominal level.

Figure 1.6(a) shows a series of plots of power output computed at different rotational
speeds, for the alternative stall-control rotor proposed by the Delft University (DU)
[31] as a substitute for the original pitch-control rotor of the benchmark NREL-5MW
Reference Wind Turbine (RWT) [32]. The DU-5MW stall RWT has a nominal wind
speed of 15.3 m/s, and a nominal rotational speed of 10.7 rpm when operating in its
original FS stall mode. The black curve represents the power output of the original
fixed-speed design operating at 10.7 rpm, red curves represent power output at higher
rotational speeds, and blue curves at lower rpm.

When the turbine is working in FS stall mode, power production at a the nominal 15.3
m/s wind is optimal, but the rotor starts loosing power-conversion capacity when the
wind speed falls below the nominal. This is because, in the absence of any variablegeometry device like the pitch change, the rotor looses aerodynamic efficiency as it
moves off its optimal design point. If we operated this same rotor in VS stall, we
could have changed the rpm, switching into the red curves, to maximize the energy
production at low wind speeds up to the nominal value which the drive train can
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safely handle. At high wind speeds, we can switch to the blue curves at lower rpm,
to keep power output flat at its nominal value.

Figure 1.6(b) summarizes the advantages of VS stall versus its classical FS predecessor: The area shaded in red represents what we gain by using variable speed in
terms of improved energy-capture. This improvement is not trivial, especially when
we consider the substantial number of hours per year that the wind speed falls below
the nominal range in a typical wind-speed statistical distribution. Above the nominal
wind speed, the blue region represents what we get in terms of a better and more
stable limitation of power output. In this case, the change in rpm is relatively low,
but the consequential power reduction is substantial, which makes VS stall a powerful tool to keep the power output at safe levels. We are going to revisit this topic in
connection with the aeroelastic study in chapter 5.

1.2.1

Fixed Speed stall wind Turbine

The notion of fixed speed in stall control comes mostly because the speed is very
close to be fixed on the aerodynamic side essentially the wins turbine rotor but from
the electrical point of view that task is performed by an induction or synchronous
generator. The classical squired cage has no way of controlling the slip and it has a
very stiff torque to the rpm, that means in all the range of operation of the machine
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from zero power to nominal power the angular speed of the rotor changes very little
with respect to the reference synchronous speed or angular speed of the magnetic
field created in the stator.

When it is acting as a motor, the torque is positive and the part of the curve from
zero rpm until synchronous rpm which in the case of 60Hz and 4 poles, it is going
to be 1800rpm when you go beyond that the machine stops to produce mechanical
torque and absorb electrical energy and starts to produce mechanical electric energy
by absorbing mechanical torque, essentially to over rev it to beyond the synchronous
speed and the machine starts to what they called take load. In that case, it means
the wind turbine rotor is turning such a way that after the gearbox multiples that
speed the rotor of the electrical machine turns above 1800rpm and then the electrical
machine starts to absorb mechanical power essentially act as a brake on the wind
turbine rotor.

1.2.2

Variable Speed stall wind Turbine

Instead of squirrel cage rotor, you have winding rotor in this asynchronous,induction
generator and those windings are connected to the grid not directly, the windings on
the stator is still connected through on inventor is in that way you can either absorb
or deliver electricity from the rotor on the grid (exchange energy in the grid). Usually
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you produce electricity with that so approximately 30-35% of the delivered by the
electrical machine to the grid is processes by this power electronic this inventor and
comes from the rotor and the rest comes from the stator ( only part of the machine
connected to the grid).

The advantages of this is you can control the slip between the rotational speed with
respect to the synchronous frequency of the stator, so the stator is still producing
magnetic field that is rotating at 1800rpm but now the slip is not just 50rpm it could
b more control and that allow to control mechanical rpm of the turbine by controlling
the mechanical rpm of the electrical rotor on the generator. That allows us to control
ω and then φ

1.3

Focus of study

With the ever growing demand for energy, even with wind being the fastest growing
source of energy, its variations with time and place are of significant barriers to maximizing energy conversion. This calls for the development of improved technologies
that efficiently harness energy from the available wind resource, and advanced control
systems are a key research aspect of wind turbine technology.

This research is the investigation of the aeroselastic behavior of the stall-controlled
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rotors, and the study of the frequency content and time evolution of their oscillatory
behavior, and to gain a better understanding of the underlying physics. This called
for a wide range of experiments to assess the effects of rapid variations on the rotor’s operational conditions, like gusts and turbulent fluctuations on the wind flow.
To systematize this analysis, various gust conditions were tested for different wind
speeds. These are represented by pulses of different intensity, occurring suddenly in
and otherwise constant wind regime. This allowed us to observe the pure aero-elastoinertial dynamics of the rotor’s response. We will show the results from an extensive
series of experiments analyzing the aeroelastic response of the rotor to wind speed
fluctuations associated to the turbulent characteristics of the atmospheric boundary
layer, focusing on obtaining a reduced-order characterization of the rotor’s dynamics
as an oscillatory system based on energy-transfer principles. Besides on its intrinsic scientific value, this aspect of the work presented here is of fundamental interest
for researchers and engineers working on developing optimized control strategies for
wind turbines. It allows for the critical elements of the rotor’s dynamic behavior to
be described as a reduced-order model that can be solved in real-time, an essential
requirement for determining predictive control actions. Our results and the different
oscillatory behaviors under atmospheric turbulence and conclusions are presented in
this dissertation.
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1.4

Thesis outline

Chapter 1 provides a background on the significance of utility-scale wind turbines,
some commonly used load control techniques. Chapter 2 presents the basic theoretical background of the Dynamic Rotor Deformation-Blade Element Momentum
(DRD-BEM) model, which couples the aerodynamic and structural models as one
dimensional model. Chapter 3 presents a preliminary study on the aeroselastic behavior of the stall-controlled VSWT rotors, study the frequency content and time
evolution of their oscillatory behavior, and the span distribution of the flow regime
in terms of its stall characteristics. In chapter 4 we will discuss the statement of the
problem form the point of view of the typical variations in wind conditions a wind
turbine operates, and starting with the main characteristics of gusts and atmospheric
turbulent fluctuations in terms of amplitude and frequencies.

Chapter 5 will show the results from an extensive series of experiments analyzing
the aeroelastic response of the rotor to wind speed fluctuations associated to the
turbulent characteristics of the atmospheric boundary layer, focusing on obtaining a
reduced-order characterization of the aero-elasto-inertial dynamics of the rotor as an
oscillatory system based on energy-transfer principles. This last aspect of the work
presented here is of fundamental interest for researchers and engineers working on
developing optimized control strategies for wind turbines. It allows for the critical
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elements of the rotor’s dynamic behavior to be described as a reduced-order model
that can be solved in real-time, an essential requirement for determining predictive
control actions.

Finally, in chapter 6 we will cover the concluding remarks and discuss an outlook for
further work. In order to keep the flow of the narrative in Chapter 5, we selected
a subset of the experimental results to illustrate the nature of the reduced-order
characterization and the energy-transfer principle. These results are complemented
by an extended series of plots over the complete range of wind speeds shown in two
appendices: Appendix A for the stable regime, and Appendix B for the unstable
regime.
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals of the Numerical
Model Employed in this Work

This chapter presents the basic theoretical background of the Dynamic Rotor
Deformation-Blade Element Momentum (DRD-BEM) model [33], which couples the
aerodynamic and structural models as one dimensional model.

Several models have been proposed for simulating the flow across a wind turbine.
These can be narrowed down to two major lines of approach. The first is based
on a Stream-Tube model where the blade forces (represented by a virtual surface
called an “actuator”) are equated to the change in momentum on a Stream-Tube
that encloses the turbine’s swept area (see figure 2.1). The second approach consists
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Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the dynamic generation of the annular actuator swept by a blade element

of representing the blades and their wakes by a set of vortex elements (see [34] for a
detailed discussion). Among the stream-tube family, the Blade Element Momentum
model (BEM) [24, 25] is the most common tool used in the design and analysis of
horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWTs), proposed almost a century ago [35, 36].
Although some corrections and improvements have been applied to this model along
the years [37, 38, 39], its main theoretical basis has remained the same

The classical BEM implementation works on the assumption that the blade sections
are perpendicular to a radial line in the rotor’s plane. Because of this assumption,
the classical BEM cannot consider misalignments of the blade sections. This can lead
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Figure 2.2: The hub coordinate system in accordance with the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standards [1]

to misrepresention of the effects of large scale rotor deformations on the computation of aerodynamic forces, which in turn affects the deformation itself, leading to a
misrepresentation of the dynamic aeroelastic interaction.

On the other hand, the novel member of the BEM model family used in this research
is called the Dynamic Rotor Deformation-Blade Element Momentum model (DRDBEM). This model accounts for the aerodynamic effects of the misalignments at every
blade section. This is achieved by transforming the velocity and force vectors across
different coordinate systems, from the coordinate system of the free-stream wind, to
the coordinate system of the blade section. These coordinate transformations are
done by a set of orthogonal matrices that account for all forms of misalignments at
each instance. These include misalignments brought about by blade deformation,
mechanical inputs like pitching and yawing, or even pre-conformed misalignments
like pre-bending of the original blade.
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Figure 2.1 shows a schematic view of the annular actuator swept by a blade element,
its instantaneous position, and its span-wise length, δl, which are projected onto
the hub coordinate system, h (figure 2.2). The actual area of the annular actuator
swept by the blade element, defined by the radial thickness, δrh , and the radius rh ,
is constantly updated.

Here, we shall provide a brief description of the advanced technique used in the
DRD-BEM approach to simulate the structural response of the blade, which is based
on the Generalized Timoshenko Beam Model (GTBM). More details are available
in Ponta et al. [33] and Otero and Ponta [40]. Since rotor blades have a complex
structure and heterogeneous material distribution [41], it is challenging to use the
classical beam theories like the standard Timoshenko Beam Model. Furthermore,
blade analysis with classic beam theories can have significant errors , due to ad hoc
kinematic assumptions. GTBM theory was developed to account for these limitation.

GTBM, a dimensional reduction method, has the same parameters as the traditional
Timoshenko model and can work for complex beams that may have twisted or curved
shapes. In this model, originally introduced by prof. Hodges [42, 43], the beam
section does not remain planar after deformation and a 2-D finite element mesh is
used to interpolate the warping of the deformed section, A mathematical formulation
is used to write the 3D strain energy in terms of the classical 1-D Timoshenko model.
Therefore, the complexity of the 3-D model and geometry of the blades are reduced
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into a stiffness matrix for the corresponding 1-D beam which can then be solved along
a reference-line, L, representing the beam’s axis on the original configuration.

The GTBM technique ensures a 6 × 6 symmetric stiffness matrix, fully populated, instead of only 6 stiffness coefficients as in the classical Timoshenko theory. Therefore,
using the GTBM technique we can decouple a 3-D nonlinear problem into a linear
2-D analysis at the cross-sections and a nonlinear 1-D unsteady beam problem which,
for the aeroelastic analysis, we solve at each time step using an advanced ODE algorithm. The 2-D analysis computes the stiffness matrix and the 3-D warping functions
for the equivalent beam. After the 1-D beam deformation for the ODE solution is acquired, the 3-D strains, stresses and displacements for each blade section at different
time steps can be obtained using the warping functions. A new coordinate system
(xL , yL , zL ) is introduced to represent the dynamic and kinematic variables along
the reference line L, which can curve in any direction. This system follows the blade
deformation into the instantaneous configuration l, becoming, xl , yl and zl . Thus, the
blade sections in the chord normal, chord-wise and span-wise directions stay aligned
with the intrinsic system. Therefore, an accurate position tracking can be achieved
by using this technique even in cases of large displacements or rotations of the blade
section.

Inertia properties are also dimensionally reduced to produce a 6 × 6 inertia matrix for
equivalent beam along the reference line L . This inertia matrix contains the moments
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of inertia of both first and second order for blade sections along the span. These are
acquired from a 2D integration that operates over the area of each blade section and
also considers the distribution of material properties and the details of blade section
shape. This matrices operate on the linear and angular velocities giving the linear and
angular momentum of the vibrational motion, and the inertia forces and moments
association with them. We can also calculate the inertia forces of the rotation of the
main shaft and mechanisms like pitch and yaw. Therefore, all parameters such as
angular, linear, centrifugal and acceleration effects are taking into account in a full
3-D representation.

The aforementioned interaction of structural and aerodynamic modules can maximize
the capabilities of these advanced models. Moreover, the ODE algorithm used to
integrate the structural and aerodynamics module can easily be extended to include
other modules to simulate response of control systems or electromechanical devices.

The equation of motion for equivalent beam of 1-D finite element problem is solved
by means of a non-linear adaptive ODE. This type of solver checks the solution by
tracking the truncation error at each time step. The control system can be modeled by
adding differential equations to the general ODE algorithm. This nonlinear adaptive
ODE, which is used as a common framework, can be useful to create a way to integrate
solutions of all multi-physics aspects of the problem.

A flow chart of the scheme demonstrating the interaction between different modules
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Figure 2.3: Common ODE Framework

can be seen in Figure 2.3. Modular design of a multi-physics model can help to
simplify code development by improving each submodel independently. Therefore,
analysis of the aeroelastic problem and innovative control strategies including mechanical and electrical aspects, can be done at the same time by using an integral
computationally efficient solution through a self-adaptive algorithm.
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2.1

Summary of the DRD-BEM algorithmic structure

First we consider the velocity vector of the flow aligned with the hub coordinate
system h ( the flow through an annular actuator). Its components are affected by the
axial induction factor, a, which represents a decrease in the axial velocity across the
actuator and the tangential induction factor, a′ , representing an increase in tangential
velocity across the actuator.



 W∞hx (1 − a)


Wh = 
 W∞hy + Ω rh a′


W∞hz






,




(2.1)

Equation 2.1 shows the velocity vector of wind that is going through the annular
actuator. W∞ h is the undistributed wind velocity in h coordinate system, Ω is the
angular velocity of the rotor, and rh is instantaneous radial distance (see figure 2.1).
These three components of Wh show that stream-tubes associated with the blades
element are aligned with the wind direction in h system. Then, the forces applied
by the annular actuator will change the path of flow particles and consequently,
alter the path of the stream-tubes as well. The three dimensional W∞h , takes into
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Figure 2.4: Cone angle θcn and tilt angle θtlt for upwind turbines, as given by
the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standards [1]

account the wind direction or yaw angle changes by means of a set of orthogonal
matrices that transform W∞wind into W∞h . Here W∞wind represents the undisturbed
wind velocity in a coordinate system aligned with the wind. The tilting matrix,
Cθtlt , as defined by IEC standards [1], accounts for the vertical misalignment around
the horizontal axis of the nacelle system (figure 2.4). The azimuthal orthogonal
matrix, Cθaz , transforms wind velocity into hub system by rotating the blade around
main shaft to its instantaneous position. The orthogonal matrix, C∆θyaw , considers
misalignment between nacelle orientation and wind direction.



C∆θyaw

 cos(−∆θyaw )


=
 − sin(−∆θyaw )


0
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sin(−∆θyaw )
cos(−∆θyaw )
0



0 


0 
,


1

(2.2)

where ∆θyaw is the difference of the direction between incoming wind direction and
the nacelle orientation. The negative sign is due to positive definition of the TS
61400-13 EIC:2001 for the ∆θyaw .

These matrices transform W∞ wind to W∞ h :


W∞h = Cθaz Cθtlt C∆θyaw W∞wind .

(2.3)

Wh goes through more coordinate system transformation from hub coordinate system
to the system aligned with the blade section. First, matrix Cθcn , considers the coning
angle for the rotor, which could be either a fixed angle (like NREL 5MW reference
wind turbine [32]) or a variable matrix that control performance in real time. For
a detailed description of the concept of coning rotors see Crawford [37], Jamieson
[44], Crawford and Platts [45]. Next is the pitching transformation matrix, Cθp , which
takes into account the pitching angle and is associated with the rotation around the
pitch axis of the blade.



Cθp

 cos(−θp )


=
 − sin(−θp )


0
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sin(−θp )
cos(−θp )
0



0 


0 
,


1

(2.4)

As we showed in chapter 1, pitch angle at each section shows by θp , which is the
summation of fixed pitch angle at the hub, θp0 and θpctrl which can be vary by the
control system. As mentioned before the signs are based on IEC standards definition.

Two more transformation matrices are still needed. The first set is based on geometrical alignment of the blade sections at the time when the blades were manufactured
such as pre-bending. CLb takes into account these characteristic for each position
along the L . The next orthogonal matrix,ClL , comes from the kinematic equation
solution of the structural model, which takes into account the instantaneous deformation of each blade section. After applying all of these orthogonal matrices,velocity
vector Wh is now represented in the coordinate system of the blade section. Then
two other parameters are added, vstr and vmech , which are blade section vibrational
velocities coming from structural model and the motion of the blade section caused
by mechanical devices (such as yaw, azimuth, pitch). Both of these parameters are
already in the l coordinate system so the wind velocity relative to the blade section,
Wl is:


Wl = ClL CLb Cθp Cθcn Wh + vstr + vmech .

(2.5)

As explained in the introduction, lift and drag forces per unit length of span can be
q
found by use of magnitude of this relative wind velocity (2.6), Wrel = Wl2x + Wl2y ,
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and angle of attack, α.

1
2
dFlif t = ρ Cl Wrel
c,
2

1
2
dFdrag = ρ Cd Wrel
c,
2

(2.6)

where as explianed in Chapter1 Cl and Cd where the lift coefficient, Cl , and drag
coefficient, Cd , depend on the airfoil profile and the angle of attack, α, c is the chord
length, ρ is the air density, and Wrel is the velocity of the incoming flow. This
eventually gives us the aerodynamic load on the blade element as:



δFrel

 dFlif t


=
 dFdrag


0






 δl,




(2.7)

δFrel can be transformed back to the h coordinate system using the inverse of the
same orthogonal matrices. Since the inverse and transpose of orthogonal matrices are
same,the load δFrel on the blade element in h coordinate system is:

δFh = CTθcn CTθp CTLb CTlL CLthal dFrel δl,

(2.8)

In equation 2.8, CLthal is the matrix that projects lift and drag forces onto the blades
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section’s chord-wise and chord-normal direction, aligned with the coordinate system
l.

Based on Equation 2.7, since:



 δFhx


δFh = 
 δFhy


δFhz





  dFhx
 
 
 =  dF
 
hy
 
 
dFhz






 δl,




(2.9)

where dFh = CTθcn CTθp CTLb CTlL CLthal dFrel , the equation 2.8 can be written as δFh =
dFh δl .

In this step, each force component of δFh from blade elements theory is equated to
the change of momentum through the corresponding annular actuator.

δFhx , normal to the annular actuator, is equal to the change in momentum on W∞hx
associated with axial interference factor a (equation 2.1)and δFhy , the tangential component, is equal to the change in the momentum on W∞hy associated with tangential
induction factor a′ . Once the solution for a and a′ in the previous steps has converged,
we can calculate the aerodynamic forces on each blade section. Equation 2.10 and
equation 2.11 shows the calculation of dFhx and dFhy .
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dFhx


4π ρ rh  2
2 δrh
′
W∞hx a (1 − a) + (a Ω rh )
,
= fth
B
δl

dFhy = fth

δrh
4π ρ rh
|W∞hx | (1 − a) (Ω rh ) a′
.
B
δl

(2.10)

(2.11)

In these equations, fth show the loss factor of tip and hub, and B is the number of
blades.

δrh
δl

transforms δl into δrh coordinate system using the orthogonal matrices

which we have already talked. (a′ Ω rh )2 term takes into account the actuator pressure
drop, for more information see [33].

Since a and a′ are unknown in equations (2.10) and (2.11), these equations are solved
by using an initial guess value for each blade element.

After finding the a and a′ , by repeating the dFrel calculation, we can find the aerodynamic forces by transfer it into l coordinate system by using this equation :

dFl = CLthal dFrel

(2.12)

A detailed description of the implementation of the DRD-BEM model can be found in
Ponta et al. [33] and the references therein. Menon and Ponta [46] reports results of
the DRD-BEM applied to the analysis of the aeroelastic dynamics of rotors undergoing
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rapid pitch-control actions, and Otero and Ponta [47] uses the model to analyze the
effects of blade-section misalignment on rotor cyclic loads. Ponta et al. [33] and Otero
and Ponta [40] contain the details of the structural model. Additionally, Ponta et al.
[33] also includes results of the DRD-BEM model applied to the analysis of vibrational
modes of composite laminated wind-turbine blades, together with validation results
against the works of Jonkman et al. [32] and Xudong et al. [48].
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Chapter 3

Preliminary Results

3.1

The relation between the rotor’s aeroelastic
response and the stall-control technique

This preliminary stage of the research plan investigated the aeroselastic behavior of
the stall-controlled VSWT rotors, study the frequency content and time evolution of
their oscillatory behavior, and gain a better understanding of the underlying physics.
This called for a wide range of experiments that assess the effects of rapid variations
on the rotor’s operational conditions, like sudden gusts. To systematize this analysis, various gust conditions tested for different wind speeds. These are represented
by pulses of different intensity, occurring suddenly in an otherwise constant wind
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regime. These allowed us to observe the pure aeroelastic dynamics of the rotor’s
response.Results has been shown here to represent line of research.

In analyzing results from these experiments, we considered the evolution of several
global parameters of the rotor like power, thrust and blade-tip deflection, and local
parameters at particular sections along the blade span like angle of incidence, angle of
attack, aerodynamic forces, torsional and bending deformations, interference factors,
and vibrational velocities. Of all these parameters, we particularly focus on the angle
of attack α at 90% of the span as the main observable to study, for the following
reasons:

Wind turbine blades are complex structures akin to twisted beams, with airfoil-profile
cross sections that vary in their twist angle, sectional shape, and chord length, from
the root to the tip. As a result, the aerodynamic loads and the associated structural
loads are different throughout the span of the blade. However, these changes in
aerodynamic behavior throughout the blade span follow a similar qualitative pattern,
resulting in a global change in behavior that, when integrated along the whole span,
produces a consistent control action.

Thus, studying the aeroelastic behavior at one particular section is representative
of the qualitative dynamics of the entire blade and provides insights into the main
physical mechanisms responsible for that dynamics. In any wind-turbine blade, the
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sections closer to the tip are designed to be more aerodynamically efficient and contribute more to the driving torque which contributes to power production. Measuring
aeroelastic observable properties in these span sections is an effective way to understand the rotor response. Selecting the 90% span section for analysis is convenient as
it promises to show intense vibrational and deformational effects (as close as possible
to the tip), but still avoid any tip effects. This effectively takes into account the
combined dynamics of the structural and aerodynamic effects on the blade.

On the other hand, the aerodynamic forces acting on the blade directly depend on
the angle of attack, α, which makes it a key observable for assessing the blade loads.
This property also reflects the characteristics of the rotor resulting from both geometrical alterations due to dynamic deformations and the kinematics changes of the
flow due to the operation of the machine itself as a mechanism. Hence, in a complex
dynamic system like this, with coupled aeroelastic modes of operation, the angle of
attack could be seen as a measurable property that serves as a nexus between the
geometrical/kinematic aspect of the problem and the dynamic one.

In analyzing the dynamic response of the rotor blades, it is important to note that
the frequency content of the coupled aeroelastic system is different from what one
would see either in a purely structural problem or in a purely aerodynamic problem
were only the vortex-shedding frequencies are considered. The frequency content of
the oscillatory response may include several additional frequencies of a harmonic and
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quasi-periodic nature (i.e., frequencies that are not multiples of the fundamental).
This frequency content, representing different modes of deformation and aeroelastic
interaction, may also evolve with time after the impulse event that induces the oscillation passes. Given that the system could feed on the energy of the wind flow,
this coupled response may also show attenuation of the oscillation amplitude, or to
amplified oscillations leading to an increase in important structural parameters like
deformation and thrust, which could eventually lead to blade damage due to either
instantaneous peak-loads, or to fatigue accumulation. The first steps in the effort to
exploring control strategies to suppress these observed amplifications involves identifying operational conditions that may lead to them, and characterizing the associated
frequency patterns.

In Chapter 4 you can see the results for the time evolution of the displacement in a
section at 90% of the blade span, for the DU-5MW alternative Stall-Controlled RWT
operating in a variable speed mode at different wind conditions above the nominal
(i.e., for each wind speed, the rotor is turning at a rotational speed which ensures
its power output is limited to the nominal power of the drive-train). The test shown
introduces a short pulse in wind-speed representing the occurrence of a gust, and the
further oscillation of the displacement, around its original constant value at each one
of the operational conditions. Chapter 4 show three different responses of the rotor
dynamics in more detail, which allow us to identify a threshold value in the wind speed
at which we have attenuation or amplification of the oscillation induced by the gust.
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Bellow this threshold, the energy of the oscillation mostly comes from the gust itself,
and the system dissipates it by aeroelastic dampening. Above the threshold, after
the gust triggers the oscillation the system feeds on the kinetic energy of the wind
flow, and exhibits aeroelastic amplification. We are going to explain these behavior
more in detial in chapter 4 and chapter 5.

Chapter 5 illustrates the characteristic frequency content of the evolution at the
threshold itself. This is typical of threshold conditions that we have observed in
our experiments, which show the fundamental frequency, plus harmonic and quasiperiodic components. This frequency richness exhibited at the threshold encompasses
several forms of oscillatory behavior spread over the timespan of the simulation ( for
more detail about frequency contain can be found in [49]).

3.2

Additional considerations about the stall condition along the blade span

A further step in the analysis of the aeroelastic stability of the rotor aims at understanding the underlying physics that govern the behavior of some key parameters,
which could be used to adopt critical design decisions. We shall attempt to connect
the observations made on the oscillatory behavior, with the distribution of flow and
structural parameters over several airfoil sections along the span. As it was mentioned
43
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(b)

Figure 3.1: Distribution of α along the span of a DU-5M RWT
blade at different wind-speeds, operating in its original FS stall
mode (a), and in a VS stall alternative (b).

before, one of the most important indicators in terms of defining blade dynamics is the
angle of attack, α, whose span distribution can help us to understand which factors
trigger a certain response of a blade under different operational conditions.

Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of α along the span of a DU-5M RWT blade at
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different wind-speeds, operating in its original fixed speed stall mode, figure 3.1(a),
and in a variable speed stall alternative, figure 3.1(b). The black curve in both
plots indicates the values of α for the stall transition for each section along the span
(i.e., the limit of the attached regime). The α stall limit depends exclusively on the
type of airfoil profile of the blade section, so it is an intrinsic property of the blade
geometrical design that does not change with operational conditions. A particular
advantage of these plots in figure 3.1 is that they allow us to immediately identify,
for every single operational condition, which regions of the blade span are in attached
regime (those where α is below the stall limit), which are in stall, and also the position
of the transition between the two aerodynamic regimes (the point where the α curve
intersects the stall limit curve).

One of the first things that could be noted by observing the differences between the
two plots is the shift of the α curves, from the original fixed speed mode to the variable
speed one, for operational conditions of wind-speeds below the nominal value of 15.3
m/s. For the variable speed turbine, we see the curves piling-up towards the lower
end of the plot. This is a consequence of the increase in rpm, which increases the
tangential component of the relative velocity rΩ(1+a′ ), and then reduces the angle of
incidence ϕ, and thus, α (see figure 1.2, and the associated discussion in chapter 1).
This effectively produces a de-stalling of the inner sections of the blade, as now those α
curves cross the stall limit (black curve) at a point closer to the blade root. This means
that a much larger portion of the blade span is now operating in an attached-flow
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regime, which leads to an increase in the driving torque, and thus, power generation.
These cases correspond to the operational regimes that renders the increase in powerconversion efficiency indicated in the red-shaded zone in figure 1.6(b).

By reducing the rpm for wind speeds above the nominal, VS stall control allows us to
flatten the power curve of the machine into a plateau set at the nominal power, thus
avoiding extra loads on the drive train. This is symbolized by the blue-shaded area in
figure 1.6(b). The effect on the α distribution is not so marked as in the case of wind
speeds below the nominal, as the change in rpm needed to exert the power-limiting
control action is more subtle, and the shift in the curves is relatively small.

There is a very interesting fact that we noticed in these sets of experiments that could
substantially help shed light on the underlying physics of the stability threshold: Even
the relatively small change in rotational speed required to adjust the power output
in variable speed stall mode (from the 10.7 rpm of the original fixed speed mode to
10.58 rpm of the variable speed), produces a change in the stability threshold in wind
speed. As it was seen, for VS mode operation, the threshold occurs approximately at
16 m/s, but for the same rotor design (with identical aerodynamic shape) operating
in FS stall mode, the threshold occurs at 16.3 m/s. However, we also noticed that,
even though both operational parameters, wind speed and rotational speed, have
changed, the α distribution curve at the stability threshold (shown in red on both
panels of figure 3.1) remain practically unaltered. It seems that this α distribution
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curve represents a signature parameter for the stability limit. To further explore this
hypothesis, we extended our experiments to include other regimes combining different
values of wind and rotational speeds. In all the cases studied, the α distribution
curve for the stability threshold condition was practically identical, confirming the
aforementioned notion that the α distribution along the blade span is a key parameter
in determining the stability transition.

Figure 3.2(a) shows some examples of α curves results from these tests at the threshold
condition, including the α curves shown in red in figures 3.1(a) and 3.1(b), and
extreme cases with rotational speeds well above and below the nominal, like 8 rpm
or 15 rpm. As could be seen, all the threshold curves practically coincide, regardless
of the disparity of the combination of wind and angular speeds. This is a remarkable
feature given the fact that many aerodynamic and structural variables change when
the operational conditions depart from the standard values. We should recall that
the aeroelastic response is a highly non-linear phenomenon, and large changes in the
rpm and wind speed, lead to large changes in the interference factors (which affects
the vectorial composition of the relative velocity, and its incidence angle ϕ ), and
also the torsional deformation (which affects the twist, and hence the pitch angle
of each blade section θP ). Both aspects are essential in the determination of α (see
figure 1.2, and the associated discussion in chapter 1). Nevertheless, in spite of all the
differences in the whole set of parameters governing the problem, the distribution of
α at the stability threshold remains the same. Because of its richness, this is a topic
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for for a further paper where we intend to analyze several alternative blade designs
in order to further explore the role of α distribution along the span, using the gained
physical understanding to create advanced blade geometries for VS stall operation
that exhibit improved stability and performance.

Another interesting aspect to notice on these preliminary experiments is that the
point along the span marking the transition between the stalled region on the inner
blade, and the attached region on the outer blade, has moved beyond the 90% the
span when the stability threshold occurs (see the crossing point of the α and the
stall-limit curves in figure 3.2(a)). Looking at the blade planar shape depicted on
figure 3.2(b), we could see that beyond 90%, the distribution of cord-length of the
airfoil sections rapidly decreases following an elliptical profile, which terminates the
blade shape reducing the chord length to mitigate the effect of tip vortices. This
essentially means that the blade is aerodynamically productive up to about 90%
of the span, beyond which, its contribution to the generation of aerodynamic loads
diminishes rapidly. As it was mentioned in chapter 1 in reference of the way in which
the stall control method works, the possibility of allowing the attach-to-stall transition
point to gradually move along the span is critical for the smooth operation of the stall
control method. That is, it could be said that the 90% position marks the end of the
aerodynamic smooth control functionality of the stall technique. Essentially, all the
blade is already in stall, and the changes in aerodynamic loads become more abrupt.
This can make the blade more susceptible to experience unstable oscillations triggered
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Figure 3.2: ((a): Examples of α distribution curves from tests at the
wind-speed threshold condition. (b): Planar shape of the DU-5MW
RWT blade.

by sudden changes in operational conditions like the impulsive gusts in the examples
presented. This is another aspect of the underlying physics that we intend to explore
in the proposed research plan.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of Wind Fluctuations in
Terms of their Effects on the
Dynamic Response of the Rotor

In this chapter, we begin with a characterization of the gusts and the turbulent atmospheric fluctuations. Subsequently, we shall introduce the three different behaviors
of the rotor observed at different wind speeds for the same pulse characteristics. In
the next chapter we present a detailed analyses of the different behaviors, the energy
transfer correlation and the reduced order characterization.
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4.1

An Examination of Atmospheric Flow Data

Frequency filters were applied to publicly available wind measurement datasets, found
in [2, 3], to isolate, identify, and quantify the gusts with a characteristic time span
around a certain δt and then measured their average amplitude. Figure 4.1 shows a
sample of a frequency filter applied to one of the wind measurement datasets.

4.2

Pulse characterization map

In this section we shall be discuss the characterization of the wind pulses that were
identified as mentioned earlier. Figure 4.2 shows the different pulses that were identified from various datasets.

Characterization of these pulses is imperative to better understand their effects on the
system. The first group of pulses is the region bound within the time span upto 0.25s
and the amplitude of 1m/s . This region consists of pulses which can be attributed
to turbulent fluctuations in the wind. The next group is one which we refer to as the
wind ”gusts” - pulses with time spans of 1 to 3s and amplitudes between 1 to 3m/s.
The region of pulses just below this, the one with the same time span of 1 to 3s but
with amplitudes lesser than 1m/s correspond to a gradual increase in wind speed and
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Figure 4.1: Sample of real and filtered data[2, 3]

as such do not lead to any observed oscillations in the system. For pulses of this
region, because of the longer duration of the pulses, the system has enough time to
adapt itself due to its inertia without any oscillations/unstable behavior. Pulses with
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Figure 4.2: Pulse Characterization Map

a short time span of upto 0.25s and magnitude upwards of 1m/s are extremely sharp
variations. We have been unable to observe any wind measurement data indicative
of any these wind states and hence it is reasonable to consider these conditions to be
unrealistic (or statistically significant) for any analyses/design considerations.

The intermediate region - the one with its bounds for time span from 0.25s up to 1s
is once which does not demonstrate a fixed response. In this ”transition zone”, the
energy of the pulse is not entirely transferred to the blade’s elastic energy but a part
of it is dissipated by aerodynamic damping of the oscillations as well. This region
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does not exhibit a fixed type of response from the system. The only distinguishing
indicator of the existence of the transition zone is the presence of oscillations for pulse
spans near to 3s.

4.3

Different types of system responses

With fig 4.2 as a guide, we conducted several numerical experiments of varying pulse
amplitudes and time spans for different wind speeds.

We observed three different responses of the system: a. A stable oscillatory regime
- wherein the system’s oscillations are damped and eventually it stops oscillating. b.
A threshold condition - wherein the system continues to oscillate but reaches a state
of fixed amplitude of oscillations. c. unstable regime - wherein, above the threshold velocity, even a small pulse leads to a continuous amplification of the system’s
oscillatory behavior (see Jalal, Ponta, Baruah [49]).

A sample of these behaviors is presented in figure 4.3. We shall be discussing these
in detail in chapter 5. In addition to single pulses from the different regions of the
pulse characterization map (Fig 4.2), we also experimented with a train of pulses. We
observed that while the system was in the stable oscillatory regime, the train of pulses
triggered amplifications which eventually decayed. This indicates that each of pulses
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in the train only lead to a ”reset” of the operating conditions and once the pulse
had passed, the oscillations decayed and the blade became stable. This is especially
crucial since it exhibits the limits of stability of a particular blade.

Observations of the stable oscillatory regime clearly demonstrate that the system
is dissipating energy and that the energy comes from the pulse. The amplitude of
oscillations scale exactly with the kinetic energy of the pulse, regardless of the value
of damping. Thus, the system never absorbs any additional energy from the flow.
Above the transition zone, a small pulse can trigger oscillations in the system which
never decay since the system then starts absorbing energy from the flow itself. This is
contrary to the behavior in the stable oscillatory regime where the system dissipates
energy by oscillations damped by aerodynamic damping. This further indicates that
the transition depends exclusively on the aerodynamic behavior.

If the pulse is quick enough such that all its energy is delivered to the blade before
its first oscillation peaks, most of the energy is absorbed as elasto-inertial energy. To
elaborate, the kinetic energy of the pulse is delivered so fast that the blade moves and
expends some energy by inertia of motion and subsequently when the blade deflects,
the remaining, major part of the energy of the pulse which was not expended by
its inertia ends up as elastic potential energy. With pulses of longer duration, we
observe that there is ample time for energy dissipation by aerodynamic damping in
the duration of the pulse itself and a major portion of the energy does not end up
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Figure 4.3: Time evolution of displacement at 90% of the blade span for
the DU-5MW RWT at different wind conditions. (a): 16 m/s, (b): 17.5 m/s,
(c): 16.5 m/s (d): 17 m/s
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as elastic potential energy in the blade. And as such, we can no longer characterize
this with the energy transfer correlation, which we shall be discussing in the following
chapter.

A large flutter of the blade when it is unstable can potentially destroy it. Even for
the stable oscillatory regime, repeated oscillations can accumulate to fatigue stresses
that can compromise the operational life span of the blade. These are of special
concern from a controls standpoint to mitigate vibrations that can lead to a longterm failure or an immediate destruction of the blade if they amplify uncontrollably.
Hence the determination of the aerodynamic damping conditions is important and
we shall revisit these in chapter 5)

The practical application of this study is the development of novel reduced order
models for turbine rotor controls. With a reduced order model, we retain the most
important aspect to characterize the oscillations and can hence create control strategies that can predict the highly non-linear, complex behavior of the system with very
simple elements and react to it in real time.
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Chapter 5

Numerical Study

In analyzing the dynamic response of the rotor blades, it is important to note that
the frequency content of the coupled aeroelastic system is different from what one
would see either in a purely structural problem or in a purely aerodynamic problem
were only the vortex-shedding frequencies are considered. The frequency content of
the oscillatory response may include several additional frequencies of a harmonic and
quasi-periodic nature (i.e., frequencies that are not multiples of the fundamental).
This frequency content, representing different modes of deformation and aeroelastic
interaction, may also evolve with time after the impulse event that induces the oscillation passes. Given that the system could feed on the energy of the wind flow,
this coupled response may also show attenuation of the oscillation amplitude, or to
amplified oscillations leading to an increase in important structural parameters like
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deformation and thrust, which could eventually lead to the blade damage due to either
instantaneous peak-loads, or to fatigue accumulation. The first steps in the effort to
exploring control strategies to suppress these observed amplifications involves identifying operational conditions that may lead to them, and characterizing the associated
frequency patterns.

In this chapter we are going to study the results from the experiments mentioned in
Chapter 4. In Section 5.1, we are going to analyze the characterization of the process
of energy transfer. In Section 5.1, we are going to analyze the oscillatory behavior
on the stable regime of wind speeds, where the energy of the pulse is dissipated by
the aerodynamic dumping, and how this manifest itself in different manner along the
range of wind speeds all the way up to the beginning of the transitional wind peed
range at approximately 16.5 m/s. In Section 5.13 the the focus of the analysis is on
the unstable regime, covering the range of wind speeds from 17.5 m/s all the way up
to the cut-off speed of 25m/s, which is the highest operational speed of the turbine.
In Section 5.1 we analyze the frequency content on the relatively narrow transitional
wind-speed range between 16.5 m/s and 17.5 m/s.
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5.1

Characterization of the Energy Transfer Process from the Pulse to the Rotor

In this section we will study the characterization of the energy transfer process from
the kinetic energy of the gust pulse to the elastic energy accumulated by the deflection
of the rotor blades.

Figure 5.1 shows 20 different cases with different pulse length and intensity, which all
of them zeroed at the peak of the pulse, with 3 different incoming wind speeds. This is
clear that we have an almost perfect collapse. When we have the normalization of the
displacement with the energy of the pulse for each velocity, it gives one clear constant
which is called 1/Kel which has the dimension of the inverse of the stiffness (1/KN).
This constant can be generalized for all other wind speeds as well. To continue our
observation we are going to grab one case from each velocities (case with 0.5 m/s
pulse intense and 0.2 seconds pulse length). For all of these cases we grab the height
of the first peak of the displacement signal, because essentially when the pulse comes,
turbulent fluctuation occurs so rapidly, that all the kinetic energy drop on to the blade
and then it is transformed at the beginning in a mixture of inertial and kinetic energy
( motion of the blade), so essentially inertial energy on the blade which is displacing
and then increasing into elastic energy until it reach to the first peak with most of the
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energy of the pulse became in the first order characterization , there must be some
dissipation in the process but is it not remarkable and practically all that energy from
the pulse goes to that first peak. This is the initial maximum value when all the energy
of the pulse stored in the system as an elastic energy. Moreover it seems that 1/Kel
is consistent with the notion , the 1/Kel is clearly going to increase as we go higher
in wind speed and it is very consistence with the logic because the deformation of the
steady state situation at the higher wind speed increases systematically with wind
speed so essentially the blade is pre-stressed at the moment that the pulse arrived.
So that pre-stressing increases the stiffness so 1/Kel goes up as we go to 16 m/s.

Figure 5.2 shows plots of the blade deflection re-normalized by the value of the the
equivalent flexibility 1/Kel.
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 5.1: Reduction of the time evolution of the blade deflection through
Figure

normalization
by the kinetic energy content of the pulse for three examples
of wind speeds on the stable regime: (a,b) 8 m/s; (c,d) 12 m/s; and (e,f) 16
m/s.
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5.2

Reduced order characterization at the earoelastic response on the stable range of wind
speeds

Now we have established that the flexibility depends on the steady state, we normalized the behavior for all of the wind speeds based on the first peak of the signals in
Figure 5.2. This figure is a non dimensional quantity show the instantaneous evolution in time, each of the points of the signals is the remaining proportion of the
elastic energy stays in the system in that particular time.
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Figure 5.2: Nominalized values of blade deflection in the stable regime of
wind speeds.

5.2.1

Analysis of the rate of dissipation

The remaining energy in the system at every single time step depends on the rate of
the exponential decay, which could be clearly observed in the linear profiles of the
enveloping curves when depicted in the semi-log plots of Figure 5.3. If λ is low, it will
take longer for the energy to dissipate and if the λ is high, it indicates that the signal
will dissipates quickly. Each λ also has the connection with the frequency distribution,
as we have seen in short term one frequency dominates, it decay differently. λ we have
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measured are associated with the typical frequency content which we are going to see
in next chapter. Based on different frequency contain in each case figure 5.2 shows
different groups and the λ associated to each one of these frequencies is available in
figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.3: short term and long term λ in semi log coordinate



Comparing the spectra for the flexel collapsed signals, in theory the assumption is
that with certain differences related with reduced order characterization, the height
of the first peak of the first frequency which is one associated with the first huge decay
in the energy , it collapses in proportion to the area below the exponential enveloping
curve:

Z

t

e−λt dt

0

Therefore, here we can relate the peak associated with the first frequency, with the
integral of that exponential curve according to a different λ which is super strong,
because in this case we have done three different analysis, first the Energy Transfer
Characterization connected with the energy of the pulse, second in prelude of stable
oscillatory regime, we have connected with the elasticity of the steady state and then
from elastic. Essentially we went from kinetic energy to elastic energy and then from
elastic energy characterized by the steady state on which that evolution is mounted
on top, so we have gone in a more universal characteristic of the system, not only
many different pulses in the same velocity but many different pulses in many different
velocities.

Finally we can characterize the frequency associated not only with the kinetic energy
and elastic energy, but also with the rate of dissipation and that also depends on
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the velocity of the wind but is different from the accumulation of the elastic energy
because one thing is transferring the kinetic energy into elastic energy and another
is how that elastic energy dissipates in time. So we have three passage here, kinetic
energy to elastic energy and elastic energy into heat, and dissipation created by the
λ , which is aerodynamic dumping.

As we have already mentioned all the signals are normalized in a way that our time
starts from the peak of the gust. when we look at the signals (Figure 5.2), signals peak
reach around 0.3 sec but the pulse according on this normalization is already ended
in 0.1 sec, so there is a delay between the end of the pulse which is the end of the
delivering of the kinetic energy from gust and when all that energy accumulated as
pure elastic energy in the maximum misplacement. This happens because the energy
goes to inertia of the blade in the meantime. Essentially we have kinetic energy in
the wind, kinetic energy and elastic energy in the blade and finally at the peak we
have pure elastic energy at the blade, that is why the peak is the natural place to
go, because all that kinetic energy in the wind became finally the pure elastic energy
in the blade and in the intermediate stages we have mixture of kinetic energy in the
blade and elastic energy in the blade.
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5.2.2

Logarithmic decay and variation of the energy method

For finding the λ we filtered the signal in order to isolate each frequency so we
can focus on each frequency at once. Use used a filter and we used that to create
average content of energy at that frequency to create a linear regression in the semilog
which ends up to exponential in linear-linear. That is essentially another way of
the numerically implementing the classical method of the logarithmic decrements,
which is just finding the developing curve by just tracing those peaks even if they
are contaminated with something else. This is how the filtering code works here in
processing to detecting those peaks. The alternative method is that when you have
functions that decays very slowly so essentially when we have the second frequency
that in the long run after the elbow takes a while, that is why in the semilog plot
you can see the enveloping curve as a straight line and it is very distinguishable.
when you go to the first period there is a contamination of two frequencies and
that is much difficult to see because besides the presents of two frequencies, first
frequency is more important than the other because the decay lasts very short , that
means the logarithmic decrements is very high and in those cases even though you
can still measure it, it becomes difficult. The method we used to find the short
term decrements is based on the energy, we grabbed the bar of the spectrum of the
frequency that we wanted and using that to estimate the mean value of the exponential
decay that gives the origin to that decay, the difference of these two methods is that
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mean value is related with the bar of the spectrum which is originally measuring the
spectral energy of that particular frequency , so it is energy equivalent method. The
other one just measured the first peak. This energy based method behaves better
when you have signals that decay very rapidly. If you have a perfect mathematical
method any of these methods would have shown the same but when you are going to
measure the real signals one works better than the other, So we suspect we are entering
to the twilight zone between the first and second frequency , the second frequency is
measurable by classical variation of logarithmic decrements but the short term which
is associated with the decay of the first frequency λ1 is not easy to measure in that
way, so we need some sort of a energy equivalent method.

5.2.3

Analysis of frequency content

We already established at the beginning, the spectra is going from 0 to 99 second
, the real dominate behavior by including those first short term cycles, is going to
dominated by first frequency (λ1 ).

In this regime we have discovered two stages, one is the transient at the beginning
and the other is the long term behavior. We have speculated that the transient last
about 5 seconds but it does not need to be a fixed number. The signal at 16 m/s
started at the lower amplitude than the signal at 13 m/s and then after a while two
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enveloping curves crossed and then signals at 16 m/s remained higher than the signal
at 13 m/s. Essentially what we have noticed is the curve of 13 m/s starts high and
then it decays rapidly and then it starts in the transient zone and then decays with
the higher λ than 16 m/s but the slope is not as rapid as the transient zone, so 16
m/s seems more uniform without any distinguishable transient zone and all the time
with a λ which is lower in terms of attenuation than the case of 13 m/s.

As you can see in the all wind speed there is a trend that where we do have these two
time spans, the initial transient after the peak and the long term behavior. We clearly
see for most of the speeds there is a clear breaking in the slope of the semi-log plot
which means a change in the exponent the corresponding the logarithmic delay and
there is some buffer regions in the middle when we go from one frequency dominating
to the other one and we are going to establish some sort of a criteria to extrapolate
those two straight lines in the semi log plot to look at the point of the intersection
to clearly define these two regions of two time spans. An interesting observation is
actually, both different λ and frequency are associated with time spans, essentially
during the initial transient we are going to have one frequency dominating and one
λ associated to it and in the long term behavior another frequency dominating and
another λ associated to it.
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Figure 5.4: Stable oscillatory regime four Group Spectra, Right plots [0
99]sec Short term, Left plots [7 99]sec, long term

In figure 5.4, Uhx is the instantaneous in the axial direction (i,e, the direction parallel
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with the main axes of the rotor), due to deformation, at 90% of the blade span ( see
Chapter 1). ∆Uhx is the oscillatory displacement about the constant value of Uhx for
the deformed configuration at every value of the operational wind speed (W∞ ).
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Figure 5.5: Representation of λ1 ,λ2 ,λ3 in stable oscillatory regime

5.2.4

Intersection points and spectra

The idea of the transition point is going to be like the representative point in time
where the system pivots from shorter behavior into the longer behavior even though
that point is surrounded by a transition zone in intermediate range in time where we
have a mixture of frequencies contributing and non of them are dominated. In the
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cases of low speeds and high speeds during the stable region from 5-16 m/s is going
to be a mostly characterized by transition from the first frequency into the second
frequency and then a mixture of these two in that transitional zone. In the region
in the middle associated with the 11 m/s, in additional to these two frequency, third
frequency is also participating and some contribution of the fourth frequency which
is very brief, but third frequency contributes to make the transitional range reacher
in behavior.

5.3

Unstable Oscillatory Regime

At the unstable oscillatory regime, after the gust triggers the oscillation the system
feeds on the kinetic energy of the wind flow, and exhibits aeroelastic amplification.
In this region you can give a small kick and machine absorbs it and start oscillating but at the stable oscillatory regime velocities the energy that dissipated on the
decaying oscillation exclusively comes from the pulse itself while at the unstable oscillatory regime the pulse trigger some absorption from the flow [49]. At the unstable
oscillatory regime the pulse is an initiator and the blades start absorbing the energy
from the flow which is a completely different behavior from the region at the stable
oscillatory regime velocity. Because stable scillatory egime the aerodynamic direction
is just damping the oscillation.
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Unstable oscillatory regime can be dangerous, because even a small kick is enough to
trigger the blade and make it unstable, it can take longer or if the pulse is higher the
amplitude is higher.

Different energy of the pulses can affect on when the expansion start, because it could
be connected to the energy of the pulse and not the ultimate amplitude, because the
ultimate amplitude of the oscillation depends on the steady states velocity. we are
suspect the starting point of the evolution curve can depend on the amount of energy
content of the pulse.

This region is an exponential expansion that is no more than a continuation of the
same exponential behavior of attenuation after crossing the transitional zone when
λ become from positive to negative, and becomes an amplifying exponential so essentially it is source of energy and that energy comes from the regular unstable
oscillatory regime flow. Another interesting point is the λ is very repetitive, which
means regardless of the pulse it always follows a same exponential expansion so the
λ in amplification zone depends exclusively on the velocity of the uniform stream.

When we are in the amplification zone, we can see different pulse configuration with
different energy levels, produce a straight line in the Semilog plot with repetitive λ
for each cases and at some point the exponential expansion will saturate. When we
have lower energy in the pulse, the associated straight line has more time delay. That
says all the curves evolve at a certain amplitude in terms of the displacement and
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since it is a same blade with same deflection so it has the same elastic energy.

Here we do not know if it is because the threshold in energy or because the threshold in displacement secondary dissipative aerodynamic damping mechanism starts to
play a role and since it starts with a damping even if the original λ started to be
amplification, essentially it is like having a positive λ, which it competes with the λ
for the unstable oscillatory regime which is negative so instead of damping it extracting energy from the flow and then it starts to grow in amplitude but the secondary
mechanism is damping, so it compete with the amplification to attenuate the system
and we got to the point that the two of them act together, one trying to expand the
other try to attenuate to the point that they produce constant amplitude for the rest
of oscillation time which this constant value depends only on velocity of the uniform
stream. We have seen regardless of the pulse that we have when we have same velocity
the constant value of the displacement would be the same.

In figure 5.6(a), we again ran the simulation for different pulse intense and pulse
width, we can be seen that they can characterize by a expansion mechanism follow
by a second mechanism that is pure dissipation and the amplitude continue expanding
but at a lower rate until all the curves level at a same amplitude when both mechanism
achieve an equilibrium essentially all the energy that is absorbed for the expanding by
first mechanism is going to characterize by a exponential expansion which consistent
with the inversion of the behavior of the behavior that we have already observed in
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the chapter 4.2 but with the change of sign of the exponential decay. As we said before
after the transitional zone earodynamic damping become aerodynamic amplification
and the system starts to absorb the energy from free flow and increase the amount of
mechanical energy absorb by the system in its oscillation until the second mechanism
starts to act and the curve starts to slow down the increase of the amplitude until
the all oscillation reaches a steady plateau at a constant value where both mechanism
cancel each others and all the energy absorbed from the flow by first mechanism is
dissipated by the energy damped by second mechanism.
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Figure 5.6: Displacement representation in various pulse at 18 m/s

Moreover, we can see in figure 5.6(b) that all the oscillating signals generated by
different pulses, follow by exactly the same evolution of the amplitude with exactly
the same enveloping curve, the only difference is they have delay in time and that
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(b)

delay connected with the energy content of the pulse as we are going to see later.
Not all of them expand with the same rate at the beginning but they attenuate with
a same interaction of mechanisms and levelized finally at a same constant value in a
long term, as we can see in figure 5.6(b). In order to understand the delay time and
the nature of the initial expansion, we plot the same signals in the Semilog axes so we
could verify the initial expansion is indeed exponential because all of the enveloping
curve that we have seen represented by a clear straight lines which are parallel. In
figure 5.7(a) we can see all this initial expansion are characterize exactly by a same
λ which is the slope of the curve but they have the delay time which is equal to
what we show to synchronize the curves in figure 5.6(b). So figure 5.7(a) shows that
parallel λ and we can identify this delay time by measuring horizontally shift of all
these linear relations in the semilog plot for the different combination of pulses with
different energy content, when we applied that delay we can again pile up together
in a semilog version as shown in figure 5.7(b).

Uh = A0 e−λ(t−td)

(5.1)

Uhref = A0ref e−λ(t)

(5.2)
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A0ref e−λ(t) = A0 e−λ(t−td)

(5.3)

A0ref
e−λ(t) e−λ(td )
=
A0
e−λ(t)

(5.4)

td = (1/λ) ln(A0ref /A0 )

(5.5)
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Figure 5.7: characterization of the expansion of various pulse at 18 m/s
by a same λ in Semilog coordinate

The objective of the figure 5.6 is to show all the curves evolve in the same manner
at the beginning with an expansion and all in the cases regardless of the energy of
the pulses we observe the same attenuation when the second mechanism starts to act
and finally reaching the plateau which is same for all the cases. Essentially we have
two mechanisms which the first one is absorbing the energy from the free flow and
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the other dissipating the energy absorbed by the system , regardless of the origin of
the pulse that initiate the oscillation.

Uh = A0 e−λ(t)

(5.6)

Uhˆref = A0 e−λ(tref )

(5.7)

Uˆh = A0 e−λ(tref −td )

(5.8)

Uˆh = A0 e−λ(tref eλ(td )

(5.9)

Uˆh = Uhˆref eλ(td )

(5.10)

Uˆh
= F lexel
P ulsEn

(5.11)
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Uhˆref = F lexel.P ulsEn

tref

1
Ln
=
−λ

Uhˆref
A0

!

(5.12)

(5.13)

Uˆh = F lexel.P ulsEn

(5.14)

Uˆh
= e(λtd )
Uhˆ

(5.15)

ref

F lexel.P ulsEn
= e( λtd )
F lexel.P ulsEnref


F lexel.P ulsEn
= λ(td )
Ln
F lexel.P ulsEnref
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(5.16)

(5.17)
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Figure 5.8: Initial energy delivered by the pulse at unstable oscillatory
region

We are going to have a double confirmation of the energy principal. We have verified
that there is an exponential expansion at the beginning and all the various pulse
configuration will coincident with time delay according to the energy of the pulse.
When we collapse all of them together they will exactly follow one after the other
and on the Semilog plot they are parallel lines that they shifted in the time and they
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collapsed in straight lines that proof the exponential expansion with the determined λ
which is essentially the same thing that we have observed in stable oscillation region
but this time instead of being damping it has amplification, and the λ depends only
on velocity (figure 5.9).

ʄ



t^ŵͬƐ
Figure 5.9: Double confirmation of the energy principal in unstable oscillatory region

Moreover, different time span gust also aligned in the same straight line so we can
conclude that, the certain delay connected to the energy of the pulse. That means
there is another connection with energy principle which is related with the starting
point of that exponential expansion and that starting point related with amount of
energy delivered by the pulse onto the system, so after the pulse the system continues
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extracting energy from the flow with the same λ. So that seems to indicate that we
have this energy absorption from the flow controlled by the same λ. Regardless of
the kick that start the oscillatory expansion, another interesting thing is that when
we plot the delay time , how much longer it takes to reach the same level for smaller
pulses that start later to reach to the same level of elastic energy. Figure 5.8 indicates
that the initial energy delivers by the pulse is equivalent to the amount of the energy
that should have been extracted by the system in that exponential expansion from
the flow in order to reach to that same level, so that slop in the alignment of the
fiure 5.8 has to be related with the λ of the expansion of the curve later.

The amount of the energy that is delivered by the pulse, is starting the expansion at
the later point on the same curve and when you project backward , what you have
is pulses that have less energy need to accumulate that same amount of energy by
extracting that from the flow with the same exponential law and that is why when we
plot the time that is require for the system with lower energy pulses to reach to that
same level that was delivered by the higher energy pulse that time is also response to
the same law,evolves exponentially with time but we have to project backwards.
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5.3.1

Departure Time and Destabilization Time

In figure 5.10 and figure 5.11 and, we showed different wind speeds with corresponding
value of displacement and departure time.

As it is shown in figure 5.10, we can find for all wind velocities it has a same functional
relation which can be related to the physical mechanism. From this relation we can
get that these two mechanisms are proportional so we know the second mechanism
starts to act at a certain proportion which the amount of elastic energy that starts
the second mechanism to act vs the amount of energy at which the second mechanism
exactly compensates the first one is the same.
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Figure 5.10: Unstable oscillatory region wind speeds with corresponding
value of displacement
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Figure 5.11: Unstable oscillatory region wind speeds with corresponding
value of time

5.3.2

Frequency Content on Unstable Oscillatory Regime

As we tried in section 5.2,we are going to analyze the energy content in amplitude
and we noted the same quantitative behavior which is also connected with the values
of the λ that we showed in the figure 5.9 .
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Figure 5.12: Three Groups Spectra for unstable oscillatory region, Left
plots [0 49]sec, right plots [0 DT]sec

If the pulse is fast enough (i,e, if faster than 0.25 seconds, all its kinetic energy goes
into elasticity, so each value of PulseEn corresponds to a certain value of UhEnv .
Hence, each PulseEner translates into an amount of initial elastic energy, i,e, a UhEnvO
, that intersects the UhEnv curve at a certain time (tP ulsEnEf ), which corresponds to
the lapse that would have taken to the system to acquire that energy from the flow
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that means that, there is going to be a time advance of tP ulsEnEf associated with each
PulseEn. In the other words, what the Pulse does is depositing an initial amount of
energy into the system which,otherwise, the system would have acquired by the same
exponential expansion law controlled by the same λ.

5.4

Transient Zone

Figure 4.3(c) shows the evolution for the threshold itself, where the amplitude after
the initial kick from the gust remains constant. Figure 4.3(d) illustrates the characteristic frequency content of the evolution at the threshold. This is typical of threshold
conditions that we have observed in our experiments, which show the fundamental
frequency, plus harmonic and quasi-periodic components. This frequency richness
exhibited at the threshold encompasses several forms of oscillatory behavior spread
over the timespan of the simulation. For more detail see paper Jalal et al. [49]

From Jalal et al. [49], it could be seen that the system starts oscillating at a frequency
mostly dominated by the fundamental component of 0.88 Hz, and gradually evolves
into a more complex behavior where two quasi-periodic components of 1.26 Hz and
2.4 Hz and a sixth harmonic of 5.14 Hz become equally important. The evolution continues, where the fundamental progressively gives way until it practically disappears,
and the other two components become totally dominant.
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Figure 5.13: Evolution of frequency content at the threshold condition
through different time segments.
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(e)

Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this thesis work we have studied the pure aero-elasto-inertial dynamics of stallcontrolled wind turbine rotors as oscillatory systems. We have shown the results
from an extensive series of experiments analyzing the dynamic response of the rotor to
wind speed fluctuations associated to the turbulent characteristics of the atmospheric
boundary layer, obtaining a reduced-order characterization of the rotor’s dynamics
as an oscillatory system based on energy-transfer principles.

Besides on its intrinsic scientific value, this aspect of the work presented here is of
fundamental interest for researchers and engineers working on developing optimized
control strategies for wind turbines. It allows for the critical elements of the rotor’s
dynamic behavior to be described as a reduced-order model that can be solved in
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real-time, an essential requirement for determining predictive control actions. These
are critical in terms of the mitigation of peak structural loads, the stability of turbine
operational parameters like torque and power output, and reducing the accumulation
of fatigue efforts.

As and outlook for further work, we envision a series of experiments exploring the
dynamics of the rotor when subjected to wind speed pulses of longer duration. Differently from what it happens in the short pulses associate with the turbulent content
of the wind flow, in these cases, the kinetic energy content of the pulse is delivered
during a period of time which is comparable or longer than the period of the first
peak of the displacement oscillation. The consequence of which is that the aerodynamic damping has time to act during the duration of the pulse itself, dissipating
a non-negligible part of the energy of the gust pulse before it gets accumulated as
elastic energy in the blade deflection. In this range of longer pulse time scales, the
energy-transfer principle is still expected to operate, but with the evolution of the
blade-deflection peaks evolving in a different manner.
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Appendix A

Blade-Deflection Plots for the
Stable Oscillatory Regime of Wind
Speeds
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